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About This Game

Tom Vasel's (of Dice Tower fame) Game of the Year, 2010

Yomi is a fighting game in card form. Learn your character, practice combos, and read the opponent's tendencies. 10 characters
to choose from, plus 10 more expansion characters available for purchase inside the app.

Yomi captures the mindgames from fighting games such as Street Fighter, and was created by the lead designer of Street
Fighter HD Remix, who was also a long-time fighting game tournament player. Yomi itself is a strategy card game that has held

up to many years of tournaments. Start practicing now!

 10 character decks (10 more expansion also available)

 AI opponents, including a pretty difficult AI

 Survival Mode to play many AI opponents in a row

 Tutorial to get you started

 Online play, cross-platform with the iOS version
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 Online leaderboards: start in the Student ranks and work up to Master ranks

 Save replays of your games and watch replays from any other player, including top leaderboards players

From the makers of Puzzle Strike, Flash Duel, and Pandante.

Follow us on Facebook or Twitter:
http://www.facebook.com/SirlinGames

@SirlinGames

Visit the tabletop store: http://www.sirlingames.com
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Cult of Wind presents a comical looking and original gameplay in an over the shoulder shooter.

Heck, it looks great since it has Steamworks for map creation so you can whip up your own temple to the sky god. Sadly, the
delivery is an absolute nose dive. Whereas most multiplayer games would have several dedicated servers running, Cult of Wind
only has one which is empty. Even with it being on sale at $2, I was hoping for some fun only to experience absolute defeat
when I saw there is nobody else playing, not even privately hosted servers. It doesn\u2019t help that the developer has done
nothing since the game left early access back in 2014.

The combination of an inactive player base and a missing in action developer leads me to conclude that this game dead, just like
the airplanes that once flew.. Well, can't recommend it as a game, but I did enjoy the story of the 3 siblings, living a simple
happy life. Unlike their other project, I got the point of this one, so yeah, I could recommend somebody to spend 5 mintues
having a look at it.. This game doesn't really support a gamepad.
My gamepad is a speedlink torid, that supports both XInput & DirectInput - in both modes, only the left and right movement
were recognized by the game.

Therefore, I give this game an F.
Like failing to support a controller.. This game is really great for tons of people, mainly gays and women, but not me!. If you
haven't already played this on a PS3 (say, by not having one), this is a fun twin-stick action puzzler, with cute visuals and good
audio production.

Supports PS3 controller on OS X flawlessly.. looksed fun, but, quicl;y you realize its unstable, thruster system sux, and the
building is sloppy, its mechanics work bout 50% of the time, and out of nowhere your habitats just explode, it also warns you of
an attack when it wants, sometimes when nanoclouds start tracking you sometimes only after one has began destroyings your
habitat, this game is very annoying......

new update finaly giving us save options yay, this game will be a lil less annoying i think, havent played it since i wrote this
review, time to break it out and give it another go....

well it now dictates how we build our structures/ships its alot more annoying then before sorry but its a meh game dont buy......
This game legit creates 50 of you lagging the game out to where one swing takes 30 seconds to load in. Fun simple game, a few
more features would be nice though. Such as maybe single use power ups you can purchase with coins as, now that I have
unlocked the crown, I am just collecting coins for nothing which feels a bit useless.
The jump is also a bit buggy\/laggy for me at times causing me to die but overall the game is decent, good for a casual play.

edit: gonna change it to not reccomended until the jump lag is fixed because it's annoying and frustrating when you keep dying
because of it. I picked this up during the 2018 summer sale and enjoyed playing it. It is a typical HOG with extra things to look
for such as fingerprints and lost jewelry. I liked the graphics and voice acting. There is a map and it's a shame that it didn't let
you move locations with it - but the lack of this feature wasn't a show stopper. Overall, I liked this game and I was happy I
bought it.
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Lots of things to see. The statues could be of a higher quality though, and the scale is a but off sometimes.. Oh my! I used to
have a CD of this lying around ages ago and I picked it up immediately when it came up on Steam, because it was just a fiver.

It's a pleasant boat racing \/ freeroam cruising game with a lot of unlocks, a handful of pretty, visually distinct locations and a
great chilled-out soundtrack. Don't expect anything amazing with that price tag. The game is a competent, pleasant little package
nonetheless.. Wouldn't pay more than 99c for this game but kudos to the designers for knowing what it's worth. Thanks for
listing it appropriately.

The mechanics of bullet hell games typically make it where it is beatable based on a certain pattern. This one dynamically shifts
according to the position of the user, it's not wrong, or bad, but it's definitely not fun for me. I'm done with it. No offense to the
creator of course, it was reasonably priced, but it feels like it's unfinished. There was a point that I tried to restart the level on
my controller and it refused to acknowledge the restart command in the menu during the song.

Perhaps I should rephrase, strong effort, it's really obvious this is a first game for this company, but I wouldn't refrain from
purchasing more from them in the future, if only for the sake of beta-testing and helping out, I like the direction they are going
in. I also appreciate the price, I have no regrets regarding my purchase of it, and I do recommend it, even if it feels a little off
compared to most bullet-hell games due to the extremely reasonable price, and the consistant responses from the developer.. If I
ever needed more bottle sitting expreience I don't think I would find a more appropriate simulation. The graphics kept my mind
stimulated continuously though I felt that more bottle options would have kept me entertained for perhaps another 300 bottle
sittings.. wheres the online coop???????. this rpg is awesome but for the lord of steam, PLEASE, add more save chances!
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